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Abstract  

In this deliverable we focus on two questions 

- Can we link Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) performance and ownership? 

- What is the potential for unbundling? 

To assess the relationship between performance and ownership we first estimated econometrically 

the cost and production function of European ANSPs. The coefficients are significant and have the 

expected sign for the en-route cost estimate (public-private performs better). However, for the 

terminal cost estimation we find the reverse: the public-private is outperformed by the state agency 

and the corporations. Based on a simple economic model, we can derive that effort/efficiency will be 

higher in the case of public companies with a board of stakeholders and in the case of a private 

company where stakeholders are also shareholders. To assess the potential for unbundling we 

illustrate the main economic mechanisms using tower control as an example. We have analysed 

the potential of introducing competition for tower control services using a game tree. There are two 

motivations for the opening of the market for smaller airports. The first is a reduction of costs; 

factual information suggests that cost reductions of 50% or more could be possible. The second 

motivation is transparency in the subsidies given to regional airports in many countries. One of the 

major drivers of liberalization were the airports when they are private or when they face strong 

competition. A similar game can be constructed for other services such as meteo and information 

services. However, the drive to liberalise will be less strong as it would be the ANSPs which would 

outsource.   
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Executive summary 

In this deliverable we focus on two questions 

- Can we link Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) performance and ownership? 

- What is the potential for unbundling? 

To assess the relationship between performance and ownership we econometrically estimate the 

cost function and the production function of ANSPs and develop a small economic model. The 

economic model suggests that effort will be higher in the case of public companies with a board of 

stakeholders and in the case of a private company where stakeholders are also shareholder.  

With respect to the cost function and economies of scale we find that a 10% increase in traffic 

corresponds, on average, to a cost increase of around 9%, if traffic levels rise keeping the current 

airspace structure. For terminal control activities, this effect seems to be somewhat stronger. Also 

for the production function we find economies of scale. For both the cost and the production 

function we find that seasonality decreases efficiency and complexity appears to improve it. The 

effect of complexity could be linked to the fact that complexity acts as a proxy for the careful need to 

manage such an airspace leading to experienced and efficient management. Moreover European 

airspaces are relatively small and hence do not enjoy real economies of scale. Complexity creates 

additional work, which in turn provides the opportunity for greater efficiency. With respect to 

terminal control we observe the same tendencies. Overall, however, terminal ATC seems less 

efficient than en-route. The econometric estimates of the cost function show significant coefficients 

for ownership form, suggesting that for en-route a public-private ANSP is most efficient. For terminal 

control activities on the other hand we find that corporatized ANSPs are most efficient and agencies 

slightly less so.  

To assess the potential for unbundling we illustrate the main economic mechanisms using tower 

control as an example. We analysed the potential of introducing competition for tower control 

services. There are two motivations for the opening of the market for smaller airports. The first is a 

reduction of costs; factual information suggests that cost reductions of 50% or more could be 

possible. The second motivation is transparency in the subsidies given to regional airports in many 

countries. One of the major drivers of liberalization were the airports when they are private or when 

they face strong competition. A similar game can be constructed for other services which can be 

outsourced such as Meteorological Services (MET), Communication, Navigation and Surveillance 

(CNS), Aeronautical Information Services/Aeronautical Information Management (AIS/AIM), etc. The 

main difference is that it will not be the airport which will outsource, but the ANSP itself. While 

airports are often privatized and/or face strong competition, this is less the case for ANSPs – reducing 

the drive for liberalization.    
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1 Introduction 

Air traffic management (ATM) in Europe is facing various challenges given the projected increase in 

travel demand. The main goal of the Single European Sky (SES) initiative and the Single European Sky 

ATM Research (SESAR) programme is the modernization of organizational and operational 

approaches to accommodate the traffic rise. If no progress is realized, network congestion and 

performance drops in various areas may be the result.  

Performance of European ATM has increased, but not to the degree that was aimed for [47]. The 

implementation of Functional Airspace Blocks (FABs) to defragment ATM sector in Europe has had 

limited success, ANSPs sometimes lack customer orientation and the Research & Development cycle 

is still too long. In this context, the question of how to design the appropriate organizational 

structures, institutions and incentives for ATM is high on the European policy agenda. 

The COMPAIR project (http://compair-project.eu/ ) studies new institutional approaches for the ATM 

sector in Europe. The goal is to increase performance incentives and advance operational 

improvements. ATM activities have long been considered national and natural monopolies; both of 

these elements are now changing. EU has entered the policy making scene since the start of the SES 

initiative. Also, technological evolutions have reduced the need for large-scale infrastructure and 

enabled a shift towards a service sector. In this context, COMPAIR studies various institutional and 

market designs, with a focus on the introduction of competitive incentives. This should give ANSPs 

the necessary drive to achieve operational improvements. 

The institutional designs which we consider are described in detail in [1] and involve: 

- Regulatory approaches and ownership forms 

- Unbundling within the ATM services provided 

- Public tendering of Air Traffic Control (ATC) operating licenses 

- Institutional approaches under new operational paradigms, such as sector-less operations 

 

1.2 Scope and objectives of the deliverable 

The goal of this deliverable is to build some simple economic models linked to the first two 

institutional designs defined in D2.2 [20]: 

- Regulatory approaches and ownership forms 

- Unbundling of central infrastructure management tasks from service provision tasks 

The other two approaches (public tendering and institutional approaches under new operational 

paradigms) will be analysed using network models and agent-based modelling in Deliverables D4.1 

and D4.2.  
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The goal is to illustrate the main economic mechanisms which are important for understanding the 

potential effect of competition.  

Hence, in this deliverable we consider the following research questions 

1) Can we link ANSP performance and ownership? 

2) Unbundling – what is the potential? 

1.3 Acronyms  

Table 1: Acronyms 

Acronym Definition 

A-CDM Airport collaborative decision making 

ACE ATM Cost Effectiveness 

ACC Area Control Centre 

AIS/AIM Aeronautical Information Services/Aeronautical Information 

Management 

ANS Air Navigation Services 

ANSP Air Navigation Service Provider 

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATCO Air Traffic Controller 

ATM Air Traffic Management 

APP Approach 

CAA Civil Aviation Authority 

CNS Communication, Navigation and Surveillance 

DEA Data envelopment analysis 

DMAN Departure management 

EU European Union 

FAB Functional Airspace Block 

MET Meteorological Services 

MUAC Maastricht Upper Air Centre 

IFR Instrument Flight Rules 

OLS Ordinary Least Squares 

PRU Performance Review Unit 

SES Single European Sky 

SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research Programme 

SFA Stochastic Frontier Analysis 

TFP Indices Total factor productivity 

TMA Terminal manoeuvring area (or terminal control area) covering 

approach control and tower control 

TWR Tower control 
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1.4 Structure of the document 

The document is organised as follows: 

• This first chapter introduces the project, the scope and objectives of the deliverable. 

• In chapter two we analyse econometrically whether we can link ANSP performance and 

ownership. We also develop a small economic model.  

• In the third chapter we focus on unbundling – using tower control as an example. 

• Finally we conclude.  
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2 Can we link ANSP performance and 

ownership? 

2.1 Literature review  

The ownership form of ANSPs varies over countries, from government agencies to government-

owned corporations to semi-public, semi-private firms (for profit and not-for-profit). [22] provided a 

general overview of selected ANSPs. The study concludes that there is no conclusive evidence that 

any of these institutional set-ups is either superior or inferior to others with respect to productivity, 

cost-effectiveness, service quality, safety and security. Improvements in cost-effectiveness and 

performance and a faster implementation of technologies as a result of access to financial markets 

are observed. [33] analysed the institutional arrangements for governance of air navigation services 

employing a comparative analysis of six nations. The authors focus on how boards of public 

organizations can act as a proxy for market feedback, but do not draw any conclusions on the impact 

on efficiency nor production. [11] used a bootstrapped data envelopment analysis (DEA) with 

variable returns to scale for 36 European air traffic control systems for the period 2002-2009. They 

focus on efficiency, not on estimating a production function. They find economics of density or scale 

as ANSPs with higher number of sectors are also more efficient. They state that the result on 

ownership effect is counterintuitive as ANSPs that are closely linked to government are relatively 

more efficient in their model. This may be due to selection effect or due to Averch – Johnson effect 

(over-investment in capital under a rate-of-return regulation, equivalent to non-profit organization) 

or due to interdependencies between inefficiencies.  

With respect to other industries, [1] analysed the combined impact of ownership form, economic 

regulation and competition on airport performance using data envelopment analysis. The empirical 

results of European and Australian airports show that under relatively non-competitive conditions, 

public airports operated less cost efficiently than fully private airports. In a competitive setting, 

public and fully private airports operate equally efficiently, although private airports will set higher 

aeronautical charges.   

More general economic literature focusses on the effects of privatisation on incentives. For example, 

[34] builds an economic model to show the differences in incentives between private and public 

sectors and determines what the incentives could be under different conditions. They state that one 

cannot argue a priori that private sectors will outperform public sectors as there are trade-offs to be 

made. Private regulated firms suffer more from the conflict of interest between shareholders and 

regulators. On the other hand they are more likely to invest - as they will benefit more from these 

investments. [50] focus on the choice for public versus private provision of goods and services as a 

function of transaction costs. One of their conclusions is that neither public nor private provision can 
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fully resolve incentive problems that arise from imperfect information. [29] develop a model in which 

a provider can invest in improving the quality of the service or reducing the costs. They show that the 

case for privatization is stronger when quality reducing cost reductions can be controlled through 

contract or competition, when quality improvements are important, and when patronage and 

powerful unions are a problem. The model is then applied to prison privatization, garbage collection, 

etc.  

Hence, there seems to be some relationship between performance and the ownership model. We 

want to analyse whether we can find this relationship empirically within air navigation services. In 

addition, we need a good understanding of the structural performance and cost-efficiency drivers in 

the ATM industry, to be able to forecast performance changes under the different institutional 

designs we explore in the coming deliverables (D4.1 and D4.2).  

2.2 Econometric estimation of the cost and production function  

We conduct an econometric study, by using ATM performance data mainly drawn from the 

Performance Review Units’ (PRU) ATM cost-effectiveness (ACE) reports. The dataset is enriched with 

nation-specific data from external sources, such as the national cost of borrowing. The 

methodological approach is stochastic frontier analysis (SFA). This is the standard econometric way 

to estimate a parametric cost function while allowing for efficiency differences between 

organizations. It represents the relation between costs, output levels, input prices and exogenous 

factors that have an influence on this relationship. 

We build on earlier analysis in the econometric cost-efficiency benchmarking of ATM in Europe. The 

latest investigation in this area is from [8], with earlier contributions by [39] and [38]. We extend the 

previous studies in a number of ways: 

- We use the new ATM performance data that has become available since the previous studies. 

Our dataset spans the years 2004-2014. 

- We estimate two separate cost functions, one for en-route ATM and one for terminal control. 

This is in line with the data of the ACE studies that report separately for en-route and terminal 

control. Previous studies have used an aggregate output measure referred to as “composite 

flight hours” (see below). 

- We also refine/modify a number of variables of the cost function to obtain a more accurate 

characterization of the inputs and their relation with the outputs (see below). 

From this analysis, we obtain new insights on the structural production relationships of ATM outputs. 

We learn for instance, about the existence of economies of scale and economies of scope. We also 

learn about the effects of labour costs, cost of capital and exogenous factors linked to airspace 

structure.  

This section is structured as follows. We first discuss the ATM production and cost function. We also 

address the econometric modelling method. Next, we discuss the dataset and the approach taken to 

construct the variables of the cost function. Finally, we discuss the results of the study.  

2.2.1 Methodological modelling approach 

In this section, we discuss the methodological approach. We first give an overview of the stochastic 

frontier methodology. Next, we discuss its application in the context of the ATM sector. 
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The econometric approach on productivity and efficiency estimation studies the performance of 

firms/institutions in converting inputs to outputs. Stochastic frontier analysis distinguishes itself from 

other measurement methods (Total Factor Productivity (TFP) indices, Data Envelopment Analysis, 

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) production models) through the estimation of a parametric production 

(or cost) function while recognizing technical inefficiency [16]. The technique uses cross-sectional or 

panel data at firm level to estimate the relationship between inputs, outputs and possible exogenous 

factors that change the production relationship. The error term is decomposed in a noise term and 

technical inefficiency, possibly varying over time. So stochastic frontier analysis not only allows us to 

estimate the average production relationship for ATM in Europe, but it also provides us with a 

measure of technical inefficiency per ANSP. It is possible to estimate a production frontier, which 

models output as a function of input factors; or a cost frontier, which models production cost as a 

function of output and input factor prices. It is often easier to estimate the econometric relationship 

in a cost function as the explanatory variables in the econometric model (input prices) are more 

often exogenous elements determined in the market. We chose to estimate both the cost and the 

production function. The cost function will learn us more about the link with ownership, while the 

production function estimate is needed in our future work – in particular in D4.1 and D4.2.  

Cost function 

We estimate a Cobb-Douglas cost function which represents a log-linear relationship between costs, 

outputs, input prices and exogenous drivers. The relationship can be written as follows: 

 �� = �� ∙ � + ��     (1) 

With: �� = 	� + 
�  

Costs �� are logarithmically transformed. The explanatory variables ��  are the (normalized and 

logarithmically transformed) factor prices �� and output level ��. The explanatory variables should be 

uncorrelated with the error term; they are determined exogenously to the production relationship. 

The error term is decomposed in a noise term 	� and an inefficiency term 
�. The noise term is 

usually assumed to be a random term with zero mean, whereas the inefficiency is strictly positive 

and assumed to follow a half-normal, truncated-normal or exponential distribution.  

In the estimation of the cost function we follow the econometric representation of the ATM 

production process of [8] in broad lines, but we do make a few modifications. They describe the 

relationship between ATM output (composite flight hours) and inputs (as in our production function). 

The inputs consist of labour inputs, capital inputs and non-staff operating inputs. A number of 

exogenous factors have an influence on the production relation. These are variables that are outside 

of the ANSP control but still affect the productivity relationship, such as operational conditions 

(traffic complexity, traffic density, traffic variability, etc.).  

The most important change we introduce, is the separate estimation of two cost functions, one for 

costs related to en-route ATM and another one for terminal ATM. The separate estimation entails 

that we also work with two separate outputs of ATM activities: en-route flight hours and terminal 

area movements. Most previous econometric productivity benchmarking studies have estimated a 

single model and used composite flight hours as the relevant output measure.  
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However, the aggregation of en-route flight hours and terminal movements is somewhat artificial 

and seems to be done in a relatively crude way
1
. The goal is to reduce potential bias due to variation 

in boundaries between en-route and terminal activities among ANSPs. But the composite flight hour 

measure may also suffer from bias as it rests on the accurateness of aggregate costs (at European 

level) for en-route and terminal ATM. Previous studies (e.g. [49]) have documented that significant 

bias may also exist in the composite flight hour measure, due to the existence of cross-subsidization 

between en-route and terminal control activities. Therefore, the application of the composite 

measure may place one ANSP at a (dis)advantage with respect to the other, depending on the 

intensity of his activities in en-route and terminal control. Hence, the decision not to use the 

composite flight-hours.  

Production function 

For the production function of en-route we use the following model: 

ln��������� = �� + ��ln �������� + ����� !"#$% ��� + &�� − (��  

and 

(�� = )� + )�*!+ $�+�,#��� + )��$�-�!.,#��� + )/�,% -+"!��+0�� 

where i refers to the i
th

 ATC provider; t represents the year of the observation;; ln represents a 

natural logarithm; Uit represents the inefficiency term in the form of a truncated normal distribution 

with mean (zitδ) and is a function of environmental variables such as complexity, variability and size 

of airspace; Vit represents identical and independent error terms with a normal distribution N(0,σ2
); 

and Wit is a random variable defined by the truncation of the normal distribution with a mean of zero 

and constant variance. 

Once the production function has been estimated, the residuals allow estimating the (in)efficiency of 

the various ANSPs. 

2.2.2 The data 

We now discuss the activities of data collection and data checking. Next, we describe the 

construction of the variables that we use in the econometric modelling.  

2.2.2.1 Datasets 

We derive most of the data from the ATM cost-effectiveness benchmarking reports, which come out 

yearly and are assembled by the PRU (see [45] for the latest report). These reports contain 

information on ATM costs and revenues each year, reported separately for en-route and terminal 

control. They also report the ATM output measures:  

 

                                                           

 

1
 The PRU reports on the computation of composite flight-hours in Appendix of its ATM cost-effectiveness benchmarking 

reports (see [45]). Weights for en-route flight hours and terminal movements are computed based on aggregates at 

European level: “total cost en-route” divided by “total en-route kms” or “total cost terminal” divided by “total terminal 

movements”. 
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- For en-route control: yearly Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) flights controlled (in number, in 

kilometres-controlled and in hours-controlled)  

- For terminal control: IFR airport movements  

They further provide additional detail on separate cost components:  

- Annual employment costs (for Air Traffic Controller (ATCO) and support staff)  

- Hours worked for ATCO personnel 

- Air traffic controllers in Area Control Centre (ACC) 

- Air traffic controllers in Tower (TWR) and Approach (APP) 

- Net book value of fixed assets on the balance sheet  

Next, they also provide information on airspace characteristics per ANSP: 

- Traffic density 

- Traffic variability: traffic in peak week/traffic in average week 

- Size of airspace 

- Traffic complexity: derived from vertical interactions, horizontal interactions and speed 

interactions 

- Seasonality: seasonal traffic variability  

- Number of Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA) operational units (APP and TWR units) 

- Maximum en-route sectors 

Indicators related to institutional setting: 

- Dummy variable indicating whether Meteorological Services (MET) is supplied in-house or 

whether it is outsourced 

- Form of ownership with a distinction between an ANSP as a government agency, as a 

government-owned corporation, or as a public-private joint venture. 

Some economic indicators linked to prices and exchange rates: 

- Purchasing power parity index 

- Exchange rate 

- Inflation rate 

2.2.2.2 Data quality testing 

Data quality is an important element of the statistical analysis. Many of the numbers were collected 

manually from yearly reports. This increases the probability of errors. In addition, there may be 

inconsistencies in the numbers reported for one ANSP between different years. In a few instances, 
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this is caused by a change in the construction of the indicator; in other instances, this may be due to 

errors. So we conduct checks on the evolution of all relevant indicators per ANSP and we apply 

corrections where necessary. Corrections are based on the imputation technique, with linear 

interpolation of values for one variable based on the evolution over time for another variable
2
.  

We found errors in the ACE reports and have corrected them accordingly:  

i. We note that from 2004 to 2008 and in 2010, the number of flight kilometres published in 

the ACE reports is defined as ‘distance’ whereas the other years utilize flight km. The 

‘distance’ variable was incorrect for Maastricht Upper Air Centre (MUAC), Germany, Belgium 

and the Netherlands because MUAC reported the complete distance served as did the 

individual ANSPs receiving services from MUAC, resulting in double counting. As mentioned, 

in 2009, and starting again in 2011 onwards, the report did not include this mistake. To 

ensure comparability, we assume that the distribution of ‘flight km’ is equal to the 

distribution of ‘flight hours’ of MUAC and is divided as follows: 25% in Belgium, 46% in 

Germany, and 29% in the Netherlands and the data was corrected accordingly (i.e. MUAC is a 

separate actor and the output of the other three ANSPs is reduced accordingly). 

ii. We note that the IFR airport movements reported for Greece in 2014 is three times higher 

than in 2013. This could represent an error. 

iii. New variables were added to the ACE reports from 2010, including seasonality. We assume 

that the 2010 values remained consistent in the earlier years. In addition, we assume that 

the number of sectors and the size of the airspace remain constant. 

We also need to deal with missing data. We again use data imputation, based on linear interpolation 

of values for the same variable in neighbouring ANSPs (or countries)
3
.  

After performing these checks, we obtain a representative panel dataset of 37 ANSPs covering 11 

years (2004-2014), with no drastic jumps or structural breaks over the years. The panel is close to 

being balanced. There are just a few missing: PANSA (Poland) in 2004-2005 and ARMATS (Armenia) 

for 2004-2008. MUAC is missing for all terminal control activities as it does not perform any terminal 

control. 

2.2.2.3 Construction of variables 

From the dataset, we construct a number of indicators that will be used in the econometric analysis.  

Production function 

En route 

- Output measures [Y]= total flight hours controlled 

- Labour input [X1] = ATCO hours ACC 

- Size of the airspace controlled [X2] = en-route sectors 

- Environmental variable [Z1]= seasonality 

                                                           

 

2
 For instance, evolution of “staff cost in en-route control” for Finavia is imputed using interpolation based on the evolution 

of “total cost in en-route control” for Finavia. 
3
 For instance, we impute missing values on “cost of capital” for Croatia, based on observations in Serbia and in Slovenia. 
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- Environmental variable [Z2] = complexity. Complexity is composed as the sum of three 

metrics: vertical interactions (ascending and descending routes), horizontal interactions 

(crossing routes) and speed interactions.  

Terminal 

- Output measure [Y] = IFR airport movements 

- Labour input [X1] = ATCO hours APP+TWR 

- Capital input [X2] = (NBV/ Capital goods price index)*ppp  

o with NBV= net book value 

o where ppp= 
123456789: ;<=>3 ;638?@

AB4569:> 36?>
 

- Environmental variable [Z1]= seasonality 

- Environmental variable [Z2]= complexity  

Cost function 

En route 

- Output measure [Y] = 
?<?6C 4<7? DEE 

 4<7? <F <;>36?8<9 89G>B
 

- Input variable [X1] = total flight hours controlled 

- Labour input [X2] = 
?<?6C 7?6FF 4<7?

DHEI 5<237 89 DEEJ  

 4<7? <F <;>36?8<9 89G>B
 

- Capital input [X3]= 
�G>;3>486?8<9 4<7? �>9K3<2?>�L 4<7? <F 46;8?6C �>9K3<2?>�� / �NOP/ 46;8?6C :<<G7 ;384> 89G>B�

4<7? <F <;>36?8<9 89G>B
 

- Environmental variable [Z1]= seasonality 

- Environmental variable [Z2]= complexity 

- Environmental variable [Z3] = size of airspace. This indicator is equal to the number of square 

kilometres of the airspace controlled 

- Institutional characteristics: we created two dummies that represent the ownership form of 

ANSPs. [Z4]= Ownership (1 if “Gov corp
4
”, 0 otherwise) and [Z5] = Ownership (1 if “Agency”, 0 

otherwise). The “public-private” is then the reference group for ANPs organized as a public-

private partnership.  

In earlier estimates we also included a dummy variable [MET] which is 1 when the meteorology is in-

house and 0 when meteorology is outsourced and purchased/collected from external sources but 

this proved insignificant in the analysis.  

 

  

                                                           

 

4
 In one form or another, be it joint-stock company (100% state-owned), a state enterprise, a public autonomous enterprise 

(100% state-owned), a limited liability company (100% state-owned) etc. 
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Terminal 

- Output measure [Y] = 
?<?6C 4<7? ?>3Q896C

4<7? <F <;>36?8<R �RSTU
  

- Input variable [X1] = Total flight hours controlled 

- Labour input [X2] = 
?>3Q896C 7?6FF 4<7?

D11LHVW DHEI7J  

 4<7? <F <;>36?8<9 �RSTU
 

- Capital input [X3]= 
�X>;3>486?8<9 4<7? �?>3Q896C�L E<7? <F 46;8?6C �?>3Q896C�� / �NOP/ E6;8?6C :<<G7 ;384> 89G>B�

YZ[� Z\ Z]T^_��ZR �RSTU
 

- Environmental variable [Z1]= seasonality 

- Environmental variable [Z2]= complexity 

- Environmental variable [Z3] = size of airspace. This indicator is equal to the number of square 

kilometres of the airspace controlled 

- Institutional characteristics: we created two dummies that represent the ownership form of 

ANSPs. [Z4]= Ownership (1 if “Gov corp”, 0 otherwise) and [Z5] = Ownership (1 if “Agency”, 0 

otherwise). The “public-private” is then the reference group for ANPs organized as a public-

private partnership.  

 

where cost of operation index = 
89?>3Q>G86?> :<<G7 69G >9>3:@ ;384> 89G>B

 ;;;
. We want to ensure that we 

use comparable indices to evaluate the cost relationship in ATM provision. For all the monetary 

indicators, this means that we want to compare everything in real terms and at a single purchasing 

power parity. We obtain this through a division of all monetary indicators by the cost of operation 

index. This guarantees not only that all monetary numbers are comparable, but also ensures that the 

econometric cost function is homogeneity constrained
5
. After all, imposing homogeneity requires 

that all monetary input variables be divided by one input variable (the numeraire). Homogeneity is a 

desirable property to ensure that the econometric cost function is aligned with the underlying 

economic theory on production and cost relations [16].  

Next, we apply a logarithmic transformation to all the continuous variables because of the log-linear 

characteristic of the Cobb-Douglas cost model.  

2.2.3 Estimation of stochastic frontier function 

We implement the estimation in STATA, using the tailor-made SFPANEL package. This package 

contains a broad array of functionalities on stochastic frontier analysis. An extensive description can 

be found in [25].  

We have tested a number of alternative specifications: 

- Stochastic frontier model with time decay in the inefficiency term (“Battese and Coelli 1992” 

[4]). 

                                                           

 

5
 Input price coefficients add up to one. 
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- Stochastic frontier model with exogenous drivers that affect the distribution of the 

inefficiency term, (“Battese and Coelli 1995” [3]). 

- Stochastic frontier model with time-variation in the inefficiency term and unit-specific 

intercepts ([28]). This “true fixed effects” approach allows one to disentangle time-varying 

inefficiency from unit specific time invariant unobserved heterogeneity. 

For the cost and production function we only show the results for the “Battesse and Coelli 1995” 

specification as those were the most promising for the estimation of the cost function.  

We estimate all models with robust standard errors to account for possible heterogeneity in the 

noise error term. This robustness comes at a cost as it increases the estimated standard errors and 

reduces the statistical significance of the results that we obtain.  

The selection of the most promising specifications is based on the following criteria: 

- The likelihood value that comes out of the maximum likelihood procedure 

- The estimated coefficients make intuitive sense 

- The estimated inefficiency terms make intuitive sense 

2.2.4 Results for the cost function 

We now describe the results of the stochastic frontier analysis. We first discuss the models for en-

route ATM and then describe results for terminal ATM. In the two analyses, we estimate a few 

different specifications. This gives insight in the robustness of the results obtained. 

2.2.4.1 Results of models for en-route ATM 

We only report the most important results in Table 2. The two cost variables and output are all highly 

significant across all three models and suggest that there are reasonable economies of scale. 

Seasonality increases costs as expected. Complexity both increases costs but also reduces 

inefficiency. We assume that complexity would appear to require a consistent and professional 

management that is better able to utilize labour resources, hence the higher the complexity index, 

the more efficient the ANSP. In addition, it would appear that the public private partnership is 

substantially more efficient than the agency and government corporative model as could be 

expected. 
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Table 2: Results of SFA model with time decay in inefficiency “Battese and Coelli 1995”, for en-route control 

 

 

2.2.4.2 Results of models for terminal ATM 

The cost function for terminal air traffic control is also highly significant with all three underlying 

variables explaining the total terminal costs. Labour is more important in the total cost than capital. 

The output coefficient [Y] suggests that a 10% increase in terminal movements annually corresponds, 

on average, to an 8% increase in terminal ATM costs, if the number of TMA and APP centres remains 

constant.  

Further, complexity remains negative, thus reducing the inefficiency, suggesting that countries with 

busy airports utilize their resources more efficiently. Seasonality again creates difficult conditions for 

managing ATC. Finally, in model 4, we included ownership forms but did not receive the expected 

results. It would appear that as compared to the UK, corporatized ANSPs are most efficient and 

agencies slightly less so. Consequently, we have used model 3 to explain the inefficiency levels at the 

country level. 

 

 COST FUNCTION 

Input                             Output

 Coef.  P>|Z|  Coef.  P>|Z|  Coef.  P>|Z| 

 Total IFR flight hours controlled 0.902           0.000 0.926          0.000 0.969           0.000

0.308           0.000 0.243          0.000 0.319           0.000

0.303           0.000 0.319          0.000 0.280           0.000

 ownership gov/corp 0.402          0.000 0.556           0.000

 ownership agency 0.212          0.000 0.396           0.000

 complexity 0.104           0.157          0.000 0.768           0.000

 seasonality 1.368           1.344          0.000 1.891           0.000

 constant -2.342         -3.428        0.000 -5.193         0.000

 complexity -1.015         0.000

sigma_v 0.333           0.000 0.321          0.000 0.223           0.000

sigma_u 0.098           0.990         0.077          0.983         0.239           0.000

 Log Likelihood -103.400     -91.679      -58.155       

 Lambda 0.294           0.970         0.240          1.072           0.000

 Z - Variables explaining the mean of the inefficiency  (Mu) 

 En-route 

 Model 1  Model 2  Model 3 

#$#+�	"$ #
$-. "$ #	,�a!.

�+b$%	"$ #

$-. "$ #	,�a!.

"+-,#+�	"$ #

$-. "$ #	,�a!.

#$#+�	"$ #

$-. "$ #	,�a!.

#$#+�	"$ #

$-. "$ #	,�a!.
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Table 3: Result of “Battese and Coelli 1995” SFA model with time decay in the inefficiency term, for terminal control  

 

 

2.2.4.3 En-route Air Traffic Control Provision Efficiency Estimates 

Over time, we see that the second stage efficiency estimates gradually improve over time from 0.55 

to 0.7 with a dip in 2009 due to the financial crisis which reduced air traffic movements substantially. 

 COST FUNCTION 

Input                             Output

 Coef.  P>|Z|  Coef.  P>|Z|  Coef.  P>|Z|  Coef.  P>|Z| 

 IFR airport movements 0.796           0.000 0.921          0.000 0.931           0.000 0.904        0.000

0.362           0.000 0.403          0.000 0.413           0.000 0.370        0.000

0.252           0.000 0.327          0.000 0.280           0.000 0.354        0.000

 seasonality 3.115          0.000 3.274           0.000 3.065        0.000

 complexity 0.124           0.036         0.291        0.001

 constant -3.459         0.000 -5.647        0.000 -6.190         0.000 -6.068      0.000

 complexity          -0.742 0.01                 -0.449 0.000

 ownership gov/corp       -0.638 0.001

 ownership agency       -0.578         0.005 

 constant            0.578 0.05                   1.679 0.000

sigma_v 0.436           0.000 0.252          0.000 0.218           0.000 0.114        0.000

sigma_u 0.088           0.965         1.017          0.525         0.481           0.000 0.369        0.000

 Log Likelihood -181.422     -99.451      -86.923       -84.034    

 Lambda 0.201           0.920         4.033          0.011         2.201           0.000 3.238        0.000

 Model 1  Model 2  Model 3 

 Z - Variables explaining the mean of the inefficiency  (Mu) 

 Terminal 

 Model 4 

#$#+�	"$ #
$-. "$ #	,�a!.

#$#+�	"$ #

$-. "$ #	,�a!.

#$#+�	"$ #

$-. "$ #	,�a!.

�+b$%	"$ #

$-. "$ #	,�a!.

"+-,#+�	"$ #

$-. "$ #	,�a!.

#$#+�	"$ #
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Figure 1: Average Efficiency Estimates for En-route ATC from 2006-2014 

 

When comparing efficiency levels over ATC providers, we see that the levels are above 0.8 for 15 of 

the ANSPs. SkyGuide, MUAC and DFS are the most cost efficient. Eight of the smallest ANSPs lead the 

bottom of the rank with efficiency estimates below 0.4. 

Figure 2: Average Efficiency Estimates per En-Route ATC Provider 

 

Efficiency levels over time per ANSP are presented in the figure below. Of the more inefficient ANSPs, 

some show consistent improvements such as Albcontrol, BULATSA, DCAC Cyprus, DHMI, EANS, 

MATS, MoldATSA, NAV Portugal and Romatsa. However, Finavia appears to have decreased in 

efficiency over time. 
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Figure 3: Average Efficiency Estimates per En-route ATC provider from 2006-2014 
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2.2.4.4 Terminal Air Traffic Control Provision Efficiency Estimates 

Terminal ATC provision suffered substantially in 2009 as a result of the financial crisis and subsequent 

reduction in movements but recovered gradually and peaked again in 2014 together with the 

increase in demand. 

Figure 4: Average Efficiency Estimates for Terminal ATC from 2006 to 2014 

 

The inefficiency levels in terminal ATC appear to be much more substantial and varying over the 36 

countries, ranging from 0.3 to above 0.9. 

Figure 5: Average Efficiency Estimates per terminal ATC provider 

 

 

Most countries remained reasonably consistent or improving over time, as demonstrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Average Efficiency Estimates per terminal ATC provider from 2006 to 2014 

 

 

 

2.2.5 Results for the production function 

As for the cost function we first discuss the models for en-route ATM and then describe the results 

for terminal ATM.  
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2.2.5.1 Results: En-route production function 

We estimated different alternatives of this functional form. The results can be found below for the 

three models found to be most reliable. 

The two variables chosen for the production function, namely labour in ATCO hours and the 

maximum number of en-route sectors are highly significant across all three models. Seasonality 

decreases efficiency and complexity appears to improve it, as discussed in the cost models.  

Table 4: En-route Stochastic Production Function Estimates 

 

The first model shows that ATCO hours and the maximum number of en-route sectors explain the 

total number of IFR km controlled as expected. The second model shows that seasonality explains 

the mean inefficiency levels. The positive coefficient suggests that the higher the peak demand in the 

high season as compared to the rest of the year, the more likely the ATC provider would appear to be 

inefficient. Since labour is mostly fixed in the short to medium term due to the lengthy training 

requirements and costs of ATCOs, it is difficult to match demand and supply in the face of 

seasonality. 

Model 3 shows that complexity explains inefficiency levels but again in an unexpected direction. 

Given the significant and negative value of the parameter, this suggests that the managers of ATC 

providers handling higher levels of complexity are more efficient, which could be explained as 

follows: 

(a) complexity acts as a proxy for the careful need to manage such an airspace leading to 

experienced and efficient management;  

 PRODUCTION FUNCTION 

Input                             Output

 Coef.  P>|Z|  Coef.  P>|Z|  Coef.  P>|Z| 

 Labor in ACC (hours) 0.497           0.000 0.392          0.000 0.60             0.000

 En-route sectors 0.518           0.000 0.661          0.000 0.33             0.000

 constant 5.311           0.000 6.432          0.000 4.48             0.000

 Seasonality 1.74            0.000 4.093           0.000

 Complexity          -1.212 0.000

sigma_v 0.235           0.000 0.207          0.000 0.236           0.000

sigma_u 3.380           0.578         0.432          0.000 0.465           0.000

 Log Likelihood -162.773     -151.364   -96.163       

 Lambda 14.365         0.018         2.087          0.000 1.970           0.000

 Z - Variables explaining the mean of the inefficiency  (Mu) 

 Model 1  Model 2  Model 3 

 Total IFR flight hours 

controlled 

 Total IFR flight 

hours controlled 

 Total IFR flight hours 

controlled 

 En-route 
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(b) European airspaces are relatively small hence do not enjoy real economies of scale. 

Complexity creates additional work, which in turn provides the opportunity for greater 

efficiency. 

2.2.5.2 Results: Terminal Air Traffic Control Stochastic Production Function 

The table below shows the results for the terminal control production function. Again, we estimated 

multiple models.  

Table 5: Terminal Stochastic Production Function Estimates 

 

The first model shows that ATCOs in the towers and APPs and the net book value of the assets 

explain the levels of air traffic control required to serve airport movements at the country level. 

Seasonality, on the other hand, leads to lower production on an annual basis, as would be expected. 

In turn, complexity explains the efficiency term, as was the case for the en-route production 

function. Consequently, the third model will be applied to estimate the levels of inefficiency across 

the countries. 

2.2.5.3 En-route Air Traffic Control Provision Efficiency Estimates 

Using the estimates for the production function, we can estimate the efficiency of en-route traffic 

control.  

Average efficiency estimates over time show a gentle improvement from 2004 until 2008. 2009 and 

2010 cover years of turbulence in the aviation industry due to the financial crisis. Given the 

 PRODUCTION FUNCTION 

Input                             Output

 Coef.  P>|Z|  Coef.  P>|Z|  Coef.  P>|Z| 

 Labor in TWR and APP 0.529           0.000 0.528          0.000 0.575           0.000

 Net Book Value of Fixed Assets 0.558           0.000 0.488          0.000 0.428           0.000

 Seasonality -2.818        0.000 -3.094         0.000

 constant 2.997           0.000 3.372          0.000 3.267           0.000

 Complexity          -0.845            0.00 

sigma_v 0.095           0.250         0.243          0.000 0.230           0.000

sigma_u 0.422           0.000 2.170          0.671         0.499           0.000

 Log Likelihood -163.974     -64.720      -53.484       

 Lambda 4.428           0.018         8.923          0.081         2.174           0.000

 Z - Variables explaining the mean of the inefficiency  (Mu) 

 Model 1  Model 2  Model 3 

 Terminal 

 IFR airport 

movements 

 IFR airport 

movements 

 IFR airport 

movements 
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difficulties for ATC providers to adapt to sudden and substantial changes in demand, efficiency levels 

dropped. From 2011 onwards, the average efficiency levels remain relatively stable. 

Figure 7: Average Efficiency Estimates for En-Route ATC from 2004-2014 

 

There are however large difference within Europe. The figure below shows the average efficiency per 

ANSP. 

Figure 8: Average Efficiency Estimates per En-route ATC provider 

 

 

In the histogram presented in Figure 8, we see that the average efficiency scores range from below 

0.2 to close to 1, with MUAC, NATS and DSNA appearing to be the relatively more efficient providers.  

Figure 9 presents the inefficiency estimates for the 11 years per ATC provider, which suggests that 

providers remained consistently efficient over time or improved their efficiencies. Consequently, 

there appears to be a marginal improvement in technical efficiency over time. 
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Figure 9: Average Efficiency Estimates per En-route ATC provider from 2004-2014 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.5.4 Terminal Air Traffic Control Provision Efficiency Estimates 

The efficiency scores of terminal ATC have changed substantially over the timeframe analysed. We 

see a gradual improvement, peaking in 2008. As expected, efficiencies drop precipitously in 2009 and 

2010, as occurred in the en-route sector. However, it would appear that the terminal ATC market has 

only begun to rebound in 2014. 
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Figure 10: Average Efficiency Estimates for Terminal ATC from 2004 to 2014 

 

Figure 11 shows differences across countries, with the majority of ANSPs achieving efficiency scores 

above 0.8. In particular, the German, Dutch, Norwegian and British providers achieve efficiency 

scores above 0.9. At the other end of the spectrum, 5 providers achieve efficiency scores below 0.7 

suggesting that there is substantial potential for improvements in productivity. 

Figure 11: Average Efficiency Estimates per terminal ATC provider 
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Figure 12 presents a histogram per terminal ATC provider per year at the country level. There are 

substantial changes over time with different patterns across countries. Whilst Czech Republic, 

Slovakia and Slovenia appear to have reduced their efficiency levels over time; Cyprus, FYR 

Macedonia, Greece, Lithuania, Moldova and Romania appear to be improving. Many other countries 

either remained consistently efficient or changed over time, such as Armenia, Finland, Lithuania and 

Ukraine. 

Figure 12: Average Efficiency Estimates per terminal ATC provider from 2004 to 2014 
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2.2.6 Conclusions 

2.2.6.1 Cost function 

The stochastic frontier analysis of ATM performance data leads us to the formulation of the following 

overall conclusions with respect to the cost function. 

With respect to economies of scale for en-route, we find a difference in whether we control for 

airspace size or not. A 10% increase in traffic corresponds, on average, to a cost increase of around 

9% in costs, if traffic levels rise keeping the current airspace structure. For terminal control activities, 

this effect seems to be marginally stronger: a 10% traffic increase is associated with an 8% increase in 

costs if we control for the number of TMA/APP areas. Both results seem to indicate that simply 

joining airspaces or TMA/APP zones under a single ANSP is not likely to lead to significant cost 

reductions in itself. It is on the other hand the consolidation of centres (possibly enabled by 

virtualization technologies, tendering airspaces, etc.) that enables stronger economies of scale to kick 

in. 

Further, we have observed the following tendencies in the econometric analysis: 

- Input prices for labour costs (wages) seems to carry a higher importance in comparison to 

capital costs. This observation may be explained by the higher share of labour costs in the 

ANSP total cost level. 

- Structural differences in air traffic characteristics between ANSPs are important to explain 

productivity and efficiency performance differences in en-route. Seasonality and traffic 

complexity seem to be particularly relevant.  

- Institutional elements, such as ownership form play a role. The coefficients are significant and 

have the expected sign for the en-route cost estimate (public-private performs better). 

However, for the terminal cost estimation we find the reverse: the public-private is 

outperformed by the state agency and the corporations.  

- We find, consistently, a negative time trend in inefficiency. So inefficiency has, on average, 

been decreasing over time in our dataset. 
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2.2.6.2 Production function 

The two variables chosen for the production function, namely labour in ATCO hours and the 

maximum number of en-route sectors are highly significant across all three models. Seasonality 

decreases efficiency and complexity appears to improve it, as discussed in the cost models. 

Given the significant and negative value of the parameter complexity, this suggests that the 

managers of ATC providers handling higher levels of complexity are more efficient, which could be 

explained as follows: 

(a) complexity acts as a proxy for the careful need to manage such an airspace leading to 

experienced and efficient management;  

(b) European airspaces are relatively small hence do not enjoy real economies of scale. 

Complexity creates additional work, which in turn provides the opportunity for greater 

efficiency. 

With respect to terminal control we observe the same tendencies. Overall, however, terminal ATC 

seems less efficient than en-route. Over time, the efficiency of en-route ATC improved, although 

there are large differences between countries. As with en-route, terminal efficiency decreased in 

2009, but – in contrast to en-route – did not yet recover. The differences in terminal efficiency 

between countries are larger than for en-route.  

2.3 Economic model  

In this chapter we build further on the model we developed in [9]. This is a theoretical model that 

explains the efficiency effort of a regulated monopoly by two elements. The first is the objective 

function of the monopolist. The second is the type of regulation scheme. In this model we assume 

that the objective function of an ANSP is a mix of  

o Maximization of consumer surplus (CS), with weight parameter d�
efghi  

o Maximization of profits (jefgh), with weight parameter d�
efghi  

o National interest (NI), with weight parameter d/
efghi  

This leads to the following mixed goal function.  

k$+�efgh = d�
efghi�* + d�

efghijefgh + d/
efghil� 

In contrast to [9] the weights now also depend on the ownership form of the ANSP. Different 

assumptions could be possible. For example 

- A public company �l*m]nop�Y could strive for the social optimal. 

- Or a public company could be more likely to attach a higher value to NI (as a result of 

lobbying or fraud). This follows the reasoning of [29]. 

- A private company �l*m]^�q_�Twould be influenced by the type of shareholders. Depending 

on the composition they could attach a higher weight to the CS (e.g. when airlines are 

represented in the board) or to the profit (when for example pension funds are 
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shareholders). The same is true for a public company in which the consumers are 

represented in the board.  

In [9] we focused on which type of regulation would lead to the most efficient outcome. In this 

project, the question is: given the regulation, how does ownership influences the incentives on costs 

and investments?  

2.3.1 Costs and information in traditional regulation theory 

We assume that the production costs of providing air navigation services can be broken down into 

three components 

- A fixed ANSP cost per flight-km controlled + 

- A cost component r that varies per ANSP due to the complexity of the airspace managed, 

differences in operational practices, etc. This parameter is imperfectly observable. 

- An imperfectly observable cost reduction potential ! or efficiency “effort”, expressed in 

average ATM cost per flight-km. 

This leads to the following ANSP cost per flight-km " controlled 

" = + + r − ! 

This gives the following expression for the ANSP operating costs (where D is total number of 

standardized flights): 

��efgh = s ∙ " = s ∙ �+ + r − !� 

 

For the management and personnel of the ANSP, the effort e is costly in terms of stress, longer hours 

etc., but such costs are not represented in the accounting system. We represent this cost as a 

quadratic function �T. This means that exerting more efforts becomes increasingly costly. We further 

assume that the costs are higher for larger ANSPs, so we include the demand parameter D to 

represent the scale of operations:  

�T = s ∙
∅ ∙ !�

2
 

The ANSP also receives an income, which depends on the charge they can ask. Current SES II 

regulation is influenced by both a price-cap and cost-plus regulatory approaches. Under cost-plus 

regulation, the ANSP charges are equal to the total cost divided by traffic served plus a cost mark-up 

which allows ANSPs to make a small profit. Under a price-cap, charges are determined by expected 

costs and demand. Hence we use the following general form for price-cap and cost-plus regulation. 

We see that the charge depends on the weights given to the two types of regulation. The level of 

effort will also play a role.   

-Yv_^wT = �1 − y�-Y_] + y-YZ[�L = �1 − y�
z�#$# "$ #�

z�s�
+ y

#$# "$ #
s

= � + y"�!� 
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For this analysis, we use two additional assumptions. First, we assume that A and B are given
6
. 

Second, assuming that national interest groups prefer a status quo, we have set the importance of 

national interest proportional to the costs of efficiency effort. This reflects the idea that obstruction 

against efficiency improvements is higher as the targeted efficiency improvement and the change in 

comparison to current operations becomes more radical. ∅ is introduced to interpret d/
efghi  as a 

share of the actual costs. 

d/
efhgil� = −d/

efhgi�$ #�!� = −d/
efhgis

∅!�

2
 

Using these two assumptions, we can derive the efficiency effort ! that is optimal from the point of 

view of the ANSPs. The ANSP will maximize (assuming fixed demand s{) 

k$+�efgh = d�
efghi�* + d�

efghijefgh + d/
efghil�k$+�efgh

= d�
efghis{|-}_U − -Yv_^wT~ + d�

efghi|s{|-Yv_^wT − "~ − �T~

− d/
efghis

∅!�

2
 

The first order condition leads us to the following choice of efficiency 

!∗ =
d�

efghi + y�d�
efghi − d�

efghi�

�d�
efghi + d/

efghi�∅
 

 

Hence we find that 

- Effort is increasing in the weight attached to consumer surplus (d�
efghi > d�

efghi  � and 

�d�
efghi > d/

efghi�. Airlines- the consumers of ANSPs – have a strong interest in lower costs. 

Hence if the ANSP gives a higher weight to its consumers, it will have a stronger interest to 

reduce its costs and hence to exert effort.  

- Effort is decreasing in the weight attached to national interest. If there is a strong home bias 

in, for example, buying intermediate goods, or if there is a strong labour lobby, the ANSP is 

less interested in reducing its cost. This is to the benefit to the home suppliers/labour lobby.  

- The influence of the weight attached to profit on effort depends on how close the price 

regulation resembles a price cap. The effort is highest in the case of a price cap, but 

decreases with the value of “B”.  

Assuming that public firms care more about national interest, this could lead to a lower effort level 

than a private firm with consumers in the board. If the private firm is mainly interested in profit, it is 

not clear if the effort would be larger or smaller than in the case of a public firm/private firm with 

board.  

                                                           

 

6
 In [9] we focussed on the influence of B on performance.  
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2.3.2 Numerical illustration 

The aim is to illustrate the effects of different weights on the choice of the ANSP with an example. In 

[9] we derived a value for ∅ of 40. This value is based on the example of centralized services. 

Eurocontrol estimated the potential efficiency of centralized provision at around 200 million euro per 

year. In comparison, the costs for ANSP would be around 8 billion euro – hence this would represent 

a cost reduction of 2.5%. Using an average charge of 1 euro/flight-km, the reduction of 2.5% in ANSP 

charges amounts to !∗ = 0.025, which implies a value of 40 for ∅. 

We can now explore the effect on !∗ under different assumptions for the weights. We assume as a 

benchmark case the situation of a pure price cap (B=0), profit maximization objectives (d�
efghi = 1�, 

some weight on consumer surplus (d�
efghi = 0.5� and no importance to national interest (d/

efghi =
0�.   

We find that under a price cap 

- The effort decreases if the weight for profit increases d�
efghi  

- The effort decreases if the weight of national interest increases d/
efghi  

- The effort does not depend on the weight of consumer surplus d�
efghi  

The table below shows the % effect on e* for different values of the weights. 

Table 6: Exploration of effect on effort as a function of the weight of national interest (vertical axis) and the weight of 

profit (horizontal axis) 

d/
efghi/d�

efghi 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

0 

 

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

0.1 -100% -50% -33% -25% -20% -17% 

0.2 -100% -67% -50% -40% -33% -29% 

0.3 -100% -75% -60% -50% -43% -38% 

0.4 -100% -80% -67% -57% -50% -44% 

0.5 -100% -83% -71% -63% -56% -50% 

 

We can also check what happens if we assume that B=0.5. This is, if the charge is indeed a mixed 

form of a price cap and cost+ regulation. We find that  

- The effort decreases if the weight for profit increases d�
efghi  

- The effort decreases if the weight of national interest increases d/
efghi  

- The effort increases if the weight of consumer surplus d�
efghi increases. 

- The table below shows the % effect on e* for different values of the weights. 
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Table 7: Exploration of effect on effort as a function of the weight of national interest (vertical axis) and the weight of 

consumer surplus (horizontal axis) 

d/
efghi/d�

efghi 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

0 
-50% -45% -40% -35% -30% -25% 

0.1 
-55% -50% -45% -41% -36% -32% 

0.2 
-58% -54% -50% -46% -42% -38% 

0.3 
-62% -58% -54% -50% -46% -42% 

0.4 
-64% -61% -57% -54% -50% -46% 

0.5 
-67% -63% -60% -57% -53% -50% 

2.4 Conclusion 

In this section we focused on the effect of ownership on ANSP performance. We first estimated 

econometrically the cost and production function of European ANSPs. The coefficients are significant 

and have the expected sign for the en-route cost estimate (public-private performs better). However, 

for the terminal cost estimation we find the reverse: the public-private is outperformed by the state 

agency and the corporations. Based on a simple economic model, we can derive that effort/efficiency 

will be higher in the case of public companies with a board of stakeholders and in the case of a 

private company where stakeholders are also shareholders.  

With respect to the cost function and economies of scale, we find that a 10% increase in traffic 

keeping the same airspace corresponds, on average, to a cost increase of around 9% in costs. For 

terminal control activities, this effect is somewhat stronger.  

The two variables chosen for the production function, namely labour in ATCO hours and the 

maximum number of en-route sectors are highly significant across all three models. Seasonality 

decreases efficiency and complexity appears to improve it. With respect to terminal control we 

observe the same tendencies. Overall, however, terminal ATC seems less efficient than en-route.  
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3 Unbundling – what is the potential? 

Unbundling is the process by which a large company with several different lines of business retains 

one or more core businesses and sells off the remaining assets, products, services, etc. Unbundling is 

done for a variety of reasons, but the goal is always to improve performance. In the case of a 

monopoly market, unbundling of non-core activities can introduce competition for part of the 

market.  

Unbundling has been happening in sectors such as the electricity, the rail and the telecom market. It 

is also happening today in air navigation services with, for example, the MET. The table below shows 

the costs of MET and whether it has been outsourced or not. Note that some ANSPs do not seem to 

pay for MET. There is no clear link between the price of MET and whether it is produced in-house or 

outsourced. The range of the costs is huge – with France a clear outlier. 

Table 8: MET costs (1000 euros) in 2014 

 

3.1 Literature 

[47] focused on the mandatory unbundling in telecom networks. This work is highly relevant as it 

focused on the potential negative effects on investments. The goal of the unbundling was to promote 

competition, but the imposed network sharing rules reduced the incentives to invest in new 
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networks or in upgrading old ones. This work shows that one should be careful when unbundling if 

large irreversible investments are needed and that the prices should be set right.  

[42] develops a model and shows how bundling can prevent entry in a differentiated product market. 

The author shows that it is necessary for an authority to intervene if (1) the dominant strategy for 

the incumbent is to bundle, (2) entry is unlikely under bundling but likely under independent selling 

and (3) monopoly bundling reduces welfare compared to competitive independent pricing. While it is 

true that competition is more difficult on the ATM market as a whole (this is, providing both the core 

services and the supporting services), unbundling the supporting services would be a way to 

introduce more competition into a monopoly market. Indeed, [36] shows that if there is a firm with a 

monopoly over one product (in our case en-route ATM), this has a strategic effect as it changes the 

substitution relationships between the goods and can drive rivals from the market.  

3.2 Unbundling in ATM 

The unbundling of ATM services should probably start with the separation of terminal air traffic 

services. This is the activity where most direct benefits can be realized and which also is the easiest 

to separate. Unbundling of terminal ATS happens already today at a number of airports in UK, Spain, 

Germany, Sweden and Norway who have appointed their local tower ATC provider through a public 

tender process. The evidence on the effect of these market tenders is limited up to now, but it seems 

that the experience has overall been positive. The approach for unbundling terminal ATS provision 

would thus be competition for-the-market. 

As a second step, a number of en-route air traffic services could also be unbundled. These are mainly 

ATM support services, not the core ATC activities. These services are not necessarily monopolies
7
 in 

nature and could therefore be supplied by independent service providers. These providers can sell 

their services to ANSPs. Unbundling of these support activities could lead to a competition in-the-

market for service provision. There are no major network effects
8
 or natural monopoly 

characteristics involved in the supply of these support services, so various service providers could 

directly compete on a continuous basis. Support services that are typically cited [51] as candidates 

for unbundling are Meteorological services (MET), Aeronautical information services/management 

(AIS/AIM) and Communication, navigation and surveillance services (CNS) – this is mainly an 

infrastructure maintenance and management function 

                                                           

 

7
 One justification for a monopoly provision is that there are large fixed costs, or increasing returns in general 

which makes additional entry socially undesirable [7]. Hence it is not socially efficient to unbundle services 

which have natural monopolistic characteristics.  
8
 A product is said to exhibit network effects if each user’s utility is increasing in the number of other users of 

that product. When there are network effects, in the long run, we can expect that one product will dominate. 

This dominant good cannot be predicted beforehand and might not be the best available option [7]. This makes 

that goods with network effects are difficult to unbundle.  
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Further outsourcing of ATM activities could involve more specialised ATM activities with closer links 

to core air traffic control service such as airspace organization and airspace management, demand 

and capacity balancing and the provision of contingency services. 

In this work we focus on the unbundling of terminal air navigation services as this is the easiest to 

unbundle. However, some of the lessons also apply to the other services mentioned above.  

3.3 Unbundling – the experience with the market for tower control  

Tower control represents an important part of total ANS costs. According to the PRC 2015 review 

[43], terminal Air Navigation Services (ANS) costs for 29 states in Europe equalled 1,365 Billion Euro 

(2009) or some 17% of total ANS costs
9
.  

An important option to assess and decrease costs of terminal ANS is to check whether these services 

can be provided under market conditions
10

. Some member states (UK, Spain, Germany, Sweden, and 

Norway) explored this option but some of them only for part of their airports and some member 

states did not explore this option at all.  

This brings us to the 3 research questions we explore in this section: 

A. Can a bidding process decrease the costs of tower control? What are the necessary conditions 

for this to materialize? 

B.    How did the process develop – does it work in practice?  

C.    Can we illustrate numerically the welfare effects of different institutional contexts?    

In section 3.3.1 we first explore briefly the potential benefits of market opening for tower control. In 

section 3.3.2 we describe briefly the current status of tower control market opening in the EU. In 

section 3.3.3 we discuss in abstract terms the theoretical conditions needed to make a market 

opening via auctions a success. In section 3.3.4 we present a simplified conceptual model of the 

market opening mechanism to tower control and confront this concept with the tower control 

liberalization up to now. In the last section we conclude on the potential of tower control opening for 

the ANS market.  

3.3.1 The two benefits of competition in tower control 

The obvious benefit of competition for tower control is the possible decrease in costs through more 

efficient operation of the tower services. In economics it is well established that when competition 

for the delivery service can be organized, the force of competition for the market can bring costs 

down. This principle holds under a few conditions. One condition is that the gains in costs of delivery 

                                                           

 

9
 The ANS terminal charges should not be confused with the airport charges that include landing, passenger, 

cargo, parking and hangar and noise charges and may represent 15 billion Euro/year [43]. See Annex 1.  
10

 Member States may decide before the start of a reference period or in justified cases during the reference 

period, that some or all of their terminal air navigation services or CNS, MET and AIS’ services are subject to 

market conditions (art 3 of REGULATION (EU) No 391/2013) 
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of this service are larger than the possible increase in transaction costs. The transaction costs can be 

higher because of the efforts involved in organization of the market and the possible increase in the 

coordination costs with the complementary en-route services. There are a few more conditions that 

will be discussed in more detail in section 3.3.3.  

The cost decrease by market opening can be caused by several mechanisms. In the short term this 

can be through the use of market wages and more efficient combination of inputs. In the longer term 

this can trigger the use of new technologies and can be an incentive for cost saving mergers. Mergers 

can be horizontal (serving several towers by one firm) as well as vertical (forward integration in 

airport operations via in house ANS services and backward integration via integration of part of the 

approach or en-route operations).  

A second important benefit of the introduction of competition in tower control is the greater 

transparency of terminal costs. In several countries, the smallest airports don’t pay for terminal 

operations or pay only a small share of the costs. The result is that these costs are not known. This 

implies that the allocation of flights over airports is inefficient (favouring the small airports) and that 

this leads to too many regional airports. The empirical evidence on a too high number of airports is 

mixed. There is evidence for the US [12] that airport activity is following regional economic activity 

but there is also some evidence for the EU that airport development in peripheral regions is 

stimulating regional growth [37]. There is also evidence that most small airports (less than 1 million 

pass) lose money (ACI-World Bank symposium (2015)). Competition for terminal services at large 

airports and small airports is therefore an important input into the overall airport policy of the 

member states.  

3.3.2 Current status of market opening for tower control in Europe 

There is a large difference between member states. In the UK, Spain, Germany, Sweden and Norway 

there is already a market for tower services but the implementation differs among countries.  The UK 

has more experience and better documentation than the other countries. We therefore discuss the 

UK case more in detail. 

The UK 

The situation in the UK is documented best as it has been followed up closely by the Civil Aviation 

Authority (CAA) of the UK [13][14][15]. This has been further analysed by [52] using Porter’s five 

forces model.  

In the UK, there was one privatized company (NATS Services Limited (NSL)) that was responsible for 

all ATC operations at larger airports. This company was split into NATS en-route services (NERL) and a 

company that delivers terminal control services (NSL). For the en-route services there is a legal 

monopoly, this is not the case for terminal control services.  

The CAA was responsible for the establishment of cost efficiency targets for the nine largest UK 

airports except if market conditions exist (cfr. EU regulation cited in footnote 10). First CAA (2013) 

doubted the existence of market conditions and imposed a cost efficiency target of 2.3% per year. 

Later CAA (2015) found that market conditions became available for tower control services and the 

cost-efficiency target was dropped.  
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The SES regulation holds for the 9 largest airports in the UK  (more than 70 000 IFR movements). But 

there are many small airports (128) that need some form of tower control. The provision of tower 

ANS regulation for the small airports is not discussed here.  The following table compiled from CAA 

2013, 2015 and from the DFS website (Jan 2017) gives the following overview: 

Table 9: The UK experience with opening of tower control market 

AIRPORT Airport 

Economic 

regulation 

Owner 

control 

tower 

Owner other 

equipment 

Tender+date Compliant 

bids 

Outcome of 

tender 

% of ATCO’s 

Protected 

(2011/2012) 

Heathrow Yes Airport 3
rd

 party 

with some 

NATS owned  

2014/2015  NERL 

renegotiated 

56% 

Gatwick Yes Nats 3
rd

 party 

with some 

NATS owned 

2013/2014 3 Bids DFS 64% 

Manchester No Airport Airport Grouped 

tender 

 NERL  

Renegotiated 

91% 

Stansted No Nats 3rd party 

with some 

NATS owned 

 50% 

Edinburgh no Airport 3rd party 

with some 

NATS owned 

From 2018 

onwards 

 DFS 76% 

Luton no Airport 3rd party 

with some 

NATS owned 

2011/2012 2 bids NERL 

renegotiated 

52% 

Birmingham no Airport airport  1 bid + self-

supply offer 

Self-supply 63% 

London City no Airport Airport   NERL 52% 

Glasgow no Nats 3rd party 

with some 

NATS owned 

  NERL 68% 

Belfast no Airport Airport   NERL 

renegotiated 

 

Cardiff no     NERL 

renegotiated 

 

 

The table shows clear evidence that markets for tower control can work in the UK. The incumbent 

provider (NATS) has been successfully challenged in the second largest airport (Gatwick) but also in 

medium sized airports like Birmingham. The ownership of the equipment by the incumbent was not 

sufficient to block a transition to another provider. Also a high share of ATCO’s that had a contract 
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with very generous terms (length, salary, pensions) did not stop airports to organize a tender 

(Manchester had 91% protected ATCO’s) because the protected ATCO’s had to be offered an 

employment contract first and at the same terms as before. 

Also the renegotiation with the incumbent that took place in several airports is a sign of market 

functioning. The possibility for airports to organize a tendering process forced the incumbent (NERL) 

to accept lower prices. This may also have led to new contracts with the incumbent that protect it 

from competition for a longer period. In the UK it was not clear whether a market under the form of 

a bidding process had to be organized. Newcomers (like DFS) were complaining that they did not 

have a fair chance when a contract was renegotiated with the incumbent. But also the incumbent 

(NSL) challenged the right of an airport to open the market and organize a bidding process. 

Finally, there is no hard information on the cost savings for the airport but it appears that they must 

have been important before the airport takes the risk of possible disruption or adaptation costs that 

accompany a transfer to another provider. 

Spain
11

 

The deregulation started in 2010 according to the Law 09/2010. AENA was divided into AENA 

Airports and AENA Navigation. In 2014 ENAIRE was created substituting AENA Navigation. There was 

a functional separation between Airports and Air Navigation. ENAIRE was the designated ANSP by the 

government to provide en-route services and approach. It also continued providing air traffic services 

in 22 control towers of AENA Airports. In January 2015 AENA Airports was partially privatized. 49% of 

the shares went to a private investor while 51% remained public. ENAIRE holds the 51% of AENA and 

the majority seats in the Board Committee of AENA.    

The total process of transition lasted approximately two and a half years from September 2011 to 

January 2014. The process was not easy in terms of human resources as there was a replacement of 

all the air traffic controllers. Before the liberalization, ENAIRE had 186 controllers in the 12 towers. 

They were replaced by only 145 controllers of FerroNATS (joint venture of the English NERL and the 

Spanish group “Ferrovial Services”) and Saerco (the other private ANSP). FerroNATS won the services 

of 12 airports (two out of three lots), which are mainly small and middle sized airports in Spain
12

. 

SAERCO has won the operation of three airports in the Canary Islands
13

. ENAIRE still controls 21 

airports including the four biggest ones (Madrid, Barcelona, Mallorca and Malaga). The original 

                                                           

 

11
 Source: website FERRONATS and personal communication Francisco Martin Pérez, Head of Development, 

FerroNats. 

12
 Regional Airports: Vigo and Coruña, in the North-East of Spain. General Aviation Airports: Cuatro Vientos 

(Madrid) VFR aerodrome, Sabadell (Barcelona) VFR aerodrome and Jerez Airport with commercial flights. The 

main activity of these airports is giving location to training schools. Commercial Airports: Seville, Valencia, Ibiza 

and Alicante. The most important is Alicante with 12.2 million passengers in 2016. Ibiza is the most seasonal 

airport of the world, from 70 operations in winter season to 500 in summer season.  

13
 La Palma, Lanzarote and Fuerteventura 
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contract length was 5+2 years, but due to the long transition it was extended. Now it is 7+2 years and 

we are in the middle of this period. 

The liberalization has led to a strong decrease in costs. The two main drivers for the cost reduction 

were: 

1) Reduction of administrative staff. For example, FerroNATS does not have 

administrative supervisors.  

2) Reduction of air traffic controllers – on average FerroNATS works with 20% less 

controllers which work at a lower salary than the ones at ENAIRE. 

Some illustrations:  

- Ibiza Airport: a reduction of operation costs for AENA from 4.5 million EUR/year to 1.6 

million EUR/year. 

- Alicante: a reduction of air traffic controllers from 24 to 7 as well as a reduction of operation 

costs for AENA from 4.5 million EUR/year to 2 million EUR/year. 

There is still a long way to go for the large airports. For example, London Heathrow uses 60 ATCO’s 

for 1293 movements per day, while Madrid uses 125 ATCO’s for only 1036 movements per day. 

Germany  

In Germany, the ANS market was opened to competition at regional airports in 2006 [30]. The 

privatized air traffic controller DFS, organizes the tower services in the 16 international airports.  For 

the smaller airports, a market process is possible and a subsidiary of DNS (“The tower control 

company” – now restructured into DFS Aviation Services) is handling the tower control on 10 regional 

airports. Austrocontrol is in charge in 10 small airports. Since 2012 Airbus Operations GmbH provides 

ATC in Hamburg-Finekwerder while in two airports (Mannheim-City and Lahr) the airport operator is 

certified for the provision of ANS [41]. 

In 2015 plans were made to further tender 20 regional airports, but no information on the result was 

found. It is not clear whether this market opening is challenging the incumbent DFS. No 

documentation was found on market opening process. 

Sweden
14

 

There was a liberalization of the smaller airports in Sweden. Legislation to open the market entered 

into force on 1/9/2010. The first third party provision took place in 2011. This did not apply to the 

biggest airport, Arlanda, which is still managed by the state owned Swedavia. The private company 

ACR took over 17 small to medium size airports (up to 2.4 million passengers/year) in Sweden. ACR 

claims to have reduced costs by 30 to 40%. This was important for smaller airports as 20 to 40% of 

the costs of the smaller airports are ATC costs.  The tower control costs are still subsidized as airports 

pay only 25%. 

                                                           

 

14
 Sources: private communication with CEO Mr. Wohlfart and website http://www.acr-sweden.com/air-traffic-

control/ and [30] 
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Norway 

Norway has organized one tender for TORP (1.5 million pass airport, South West of Oslo) and 

received 8 bids. 

3.3.3 Conditions for a successful market opening   

Tower control competition is of the type “competition for the market” and this requires some 

implicit or explicit tendering process. [33] gives five conditions for a successful tendering process 

1. Competition is of the “winner takes all” type. 

2. Competition is “lumpy” – in the sense that it is important for the supplier to obtain the market. 

3. Competition begins afresh for each contract – meaning that there is no lock-in where the 

incumbent has an advantage for the next bidding.  

4. Entry into the market is easy – this is necessary to attract enough bidders. 

5. A bidding process is involved – this is the form in which the market is organized.  

With these conditions, competition leads to the best of all worlds. Indeed when there are two 

identical firms and conditions 1 and 3 are satisfied, we obtain a Bertrand type price competition
15

 

that results in an outcome where the price that is bid equals the marginal cost.  

When condition 4 is added, one has a perfectly contestable market [1] and it is sufficient to have one 

firm operating. As other firms can easily take over, the incumbent is forced to keep prices low. 

Klemperer [32][33] mentions many issues that can lead to anti-competitive effects – we make a 

selection that could be relevant for the market opening of Tower operations: 

a) Who pays for Tower operations and does cost reduction really matter for airports?  

If all airports are profit maximizing and they have to pay themselves for tower control services, they 

want lowest costs for all inputs and could take the initiative for a bidding process. It is clear that not 

all airports aim for an open bidding process. There can be two reasons for this. 

First, when the airport does not pay itself for tower control, it is not interested in organizing 

competition for two reasons. First, all the cost reduction gains go to the organization that subsidizes 

the tower control operation. Second, a bidding process may reveal the full costs of the subsidies 

given to an airport. This issue is particularly important for regional or smaller airports as they often 

have tower control costs that are fully (ex. Charleroi airport in Belgium) or largely subsidized (ex. 

regional airports in Sweden). There is no objective reason to subsidize tower control for local airports 

                                                           

 

15
 Bertrand type competition means that different suppliers offer a price for which they are prepared to supply 

the market. This requires two or more suppliers that do not collude and take each other’s price offer as given.    
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as SES II allows governments to base price setting for tower control not on realized costs but on 

current prices if there is a “market” organized for ATC services. 

Second, there is empirical evidence that not all airports are efficient cost minimizers. [1] studied the 

efficiency of EU and Australian airports and found that the behaviour of airports is determined by the 

structure of ownership, by the level of competition they face and by the type of regulation. They 

found that public airports function less efficiently than private airports. As all airports have some 

local monopoly power, regulation is necessary to induce competitive behaviour in terms of pricing 

and cost-efficiency. When there is competition among airports, regulation may hamper efficiency.   

b) Does any newcomer have the same information on expected costs and benefits? 

The incumbent has an information advantage as it has been delivering the service in the past. The 

newcomer will receive an information package before the bid with “objective and quantitative 

information” as the number of flight operations and their distribution over time, number of ATCOs, 

etc., but the newcomer is likely to have an information disadvantage. 

This is a well-known problem in bidding processes for a market [10] when bidders do not know the 

cost (or value) of the market they bid for and where one party (here the incumbent) has a small 

information advantage. A newcomer may not know costs as well and his optimal strategy will be to 

hedge more against “winning an overoptimistic bid”.  

This has three effects. First, the incumbent has an advantage: as he uses a smaller hedge, he has a 

higher probability of winning the bid and when he wins he will have a larger margin. Second, a 

newcomer has a lower probability to win and then he wins with a smaller margin and he still has a 

positive risk to lose a lot. Third, there will be fewer newcomers interested. 

How important is this in the case of Tower control? The uncertainty is probably limited; one has a 

good estimate about the range of costs. So this problem should not be overstated as a barrier to 

competition. Certainly not when there is an effort to diffuse relevant information before the tender 

(on site briefing, data room).  

c) Is the bid-taker likely to observe the procedure and select the lowest bid? 

Who is the bid-taker? If it is a private airport one can guarantee via a legal procedure that the best 

wins. If it is a public body or if the procedure is not formal (no legal protection), there is always the 

risk that one gives in to pressure by the incumbent.  

Example: the national ANSP as incumbent may organize a strike for the en-route service 

d) Is this procedure leading to good innovation practices? 

This depends on several factors. First, there is the length of contract. A short contract does not allow 

rolling out new technology and ownership of assets. If assets are owned by airport, there is a need 

for negotiation beyond the auction, blurring the auction procedure. 
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[2] show how a duopoly may do better than a monopoly because there is more experimentation with 

two competitors than with one regulated monopolist. Also in the telecom literature have auctions 

been important for promoting innovation
16

.  

One of the most promising innovations in this respect would be remote tower control which would 

enable operational coverage to be extended at low- and medium-traffic airports and can open up 

new markets. Other innovations include Airport Safety Nets, A-CDM, DMAN integration, etc. See [51] 

for a more extended list and their potential.  

e) Are there important economics of scale involved? 

Economics of scale could be horizontal or vertical. Horizontal returns to scale means that a firm that 

is active in several airports has lower average costs (for instance because of common training 

programs, etc.). This is probably the case. The next question is whether it is important to group 

several adjacent towers? This is probably less important as larger airports have all their own tower 

and tower control group. Economics of scale could also mean that one has to go for remote control 

of small airports (Norway, Sweden experiments).  

This was shown in the previous analysis (chapter 2). We found that a 10% increase in terminal 

movements yearly corresponds, on average, to an 8% increase in terminal ATM costs, if the number 

of TMA and APP centres remains constant. In this case, there are some economies of scale at the 

level of terminal ATM. On the other hand, if the number of terminal centres (capital costs) also 

increases with 10%, then the expected average cost increase becomes 10%. So if an increase in TMA 

movements is accompanied with an increase in the number of TMA areas, there are more or less 

constant returns to scale. This result suggests that the way to realize economies of scale in the 

domain of terminal ATC is the consolidation of control centres, for instance through the use of 

(virtual) remote towers.  

Economics of scale can also be vertical. There could be economics of scale upstream when tower 

control and en-route control are integrated within the same firm. The cost advantage is probably 

small
17

. If they are real, this gives an advantage for the incumbent who used to do also the en-route 

service. If they are not real, they can still cause problems if the incumbent en-route service provider 

is not “good willing”. 

There can be economies of scale downstream when the tower control operations and the airport 

operations can be realized in a cheaper way when they are integrated (for example the use of slots, 

congestion inside airport, etc.). This would be an advantage of “in-house” tower control
18

.  

                                                           

 

16
 See for example [53] for a statistical analysis of the impact of competition on innovation in telecom.  

17
 We could however not find any references discussing the quantitative effects of merging en route with tower 

control although there is some evidence on economics of scope with airport operations in CBA of Collaborative 

Decision Making project of [23] that shows high return of better sharing of information for airport and airlines. 
18

 This could not be checked quantitatively. There seems to be benefits from sharing information (see [23],[51]) 

and there are potential cost savings (as it is done in the UK), but no quantitative analysis has been found.  
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f) What are the costs of entry for a newcomer? 

There will certainly a certification cost, but this can be lower when the certification obtained in one 

EU country can be used in another EU country. A newcomer may be forced to employ the ATCOs at 

going contract costs (salary, pension fund, etc.). This will make the entry into the market less 

interesting. For example, in the UK, existing ATCOs need to be given a priority treatment.   

3.3.4 What decision mechanisms to open the market?  

According to the SES II rules, member states are free to organize a market for tower control or at 

least verify the existence of market conditions. Up to now there is only documented evidence for 

successful market opening in one country (UK) and limited evidence on Spain, Germany, Sweden and 

Norway. This means that institutions matter and that it is worthwhile to analyse the market opening 

process more in detail. We do this by putting the main actors in a game theoretic context. 

The dynamic game description we use is given in Figure 14. In the game description we work with 

several types of agents, shown with different colours. 

3.3.4.1 Actions and objectives of the different agents 

We start with the description of the principal agents: what is their objective and what actions can 

they take. In the description of the different actions we work from left to right. 

ANSP-incumbent 

In most member states there was a monopoly for ANS including en-route as well as tower services. 

These companies will defend their market share and their comfort as monopolist. They can threaten 

the member states to not-cooperate if the member state allows competition for the tower market. 

This non-cooperation can be a subtle lack of cooperation between en-route navigation services and 

tower services of a newcomer whenever the tower market ends up in the hands of a newcomer.  

ANSP union   

The ATCOs have a strong strike weapon and this has been used in the past to bargain for high wages 

and more ATCOs per unit of service. The preferences of the union for number of employees and 

wage level differs among countries. [8] generate a rough ranking of member countries in function of 

the relative strength of the ATC unions and the relative preferences of the union for high wages or a 

large staff. Figure 13 illustrates the rough ranking of bargaining power of the ATC unions in different 

countries. The horizontal axis gives an idea of the bargaining power of the union and the government 

(a point more to the left means more bargaining power for the union). The vertical axis gives an idea 

of the preferences of the unions: whenever they are given a total wage bill, how do they allocate the 

wage bill between high ATCO wages and more personnel.  

Member state government 

The member state government allows or does not allow the airports to open the market for tower 

control. The preferences of the member state governments are a balance between the preferences 

of the users (airports, airlines, passengers, population) and the preferences of the ANSP and the 

union. In the absence of market opening, a bargaining setting can explain, at least partly, the 
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reluctance for ANSPs to merge, standardize and subcontract services. The power of the incumbent 

and the union is different from country to country. 

Member states have indeed different beliefs on the role of market openings and competition. A 

country like the UK has a strong belief in the benefits of a competitive process: the UK was the first 

to liberalize and organize competition also in other markets like electricity production. On the other 

hand, countries who are in financial distress (Spain, Greece,...) may be forced by international 

institutions (EU commission, IMF) to privatize public assets and to open a sector like ATM to 

competition. 

EU government 

We assume that the EU government takes on board the consumer and producer surplus of all the 

airspace users, paying particular attention to the foreign and transiting passengers. This is different 

from the member states as these are more focused on the benefits of the nationals (union, ANSP, 

national consumers). 

Figure 13: Overview of union bargaining parameters estimates for different countries (source: [8]) 

 

Airport 

The larger airports have to pay the costs of tower control. Some smaller airports are subsidized and 

are therefore not interested in any market opening that can reveal the real subsidies they receive. 
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The larger airports are either in public or in private hands. Public airports are controlled by the 

government and are more influenced by the unions than the purely private airports. One can expect 

that the private airports are more interested to open the market of tower control and will use the 

opportunity if this option is allowed. This is in line with the evidence produced by [1] which finds first 

that private airports are more cost efficient when there is no strong competition with other airports. 

Second, when there is effective competition, private and public airports may be equally efficient. 

Newcomers 

Newcomers are in general private companies (or subsidiaries of large foreign ANS providers) that 

want to make profit by capturing the market and realizing the highest possible margin. 
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Figure 14: Overall scheme of the dynamic game 
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3.3.4.2 Description of the game set-up 

The figure above gives a description of the different stages of the game, starting from left to right. 

This can be considered as a dynamic game of perfect information
19

.  We can solve this via backward 

induction to find the equilibrium strategies of all the players. Backward induction means that each 

player anticipates the actions of the players in the later stages and the effects of these actions on the 

final outcome or payoff. In Figure 14 we give a rather extensive description and it will become clear 

that some of the details or branches of the tree can be deleted. The game set-up requires that we 

describe the strategies of the different players and the pay-offs in function of the strategies followed 

by all the players. We start with a description of the strategies of the players in the different stages. 

When we start in the left part of the game tree, we see that the incumbent ANSP and the national 

ANSP union can threaten the national government to not-cooperate with newcomers or in-house 

tower control if the incumbent loses the tower market. This means lobbying against the decision of 

the government (next stage) and the decisions of the airport (later stage).   

We can rule out the strategies of full cooperation (or no lobbying against market opening) of 

incumbent and union (arrows leading to outcome “D”) as both players can only win by threatening 

the member states governments. So lobbying and threatening the government is a dominant 

strategy for the incumbent and ATC union. 

In the next stage of the game the member state government can decide to open the tower market or 

not. We assume that this is a 0/1 decision. In practice, the government can allow a market with many 

conditions. But if it does, it cannot add conditions that are against local and EU competition law. 

When the government decides not to open the market, the game ends and we return to the initial 

equilibrium without opening the tower market (called outcome “C” in the game tree). 

Consider now the case where the airport decides to grasp the opportunity of opening the tower 

market. It can save transaction costs (organizing a tender) and avoid facing conflicts with the 

incumbent and the unions, by first negotiating with the incumbent. This negotiation process with the 

incumbent can lead to a proposal accepted by the airport or to a proposal that is rejected by the 

incumbent. When the proposal is accepted by the airport, the union can use its bargaining power and 

threaten not to cooperate with the airport and this leads to outcomes we call AIC (A Incumbent 

Cooperating union) or to an outcome AIN (Incumbent with a Not-cooperating union). When the 

airport does not accept the proposal of the incumbent we end up in a tendering process that is open 

to newcomers and in-house control. This will lead to outcomes to 10 different outcomes called BXXX 

which we define as follows.  

When the airport decides not to negotiate but to open immediately the tower market, there are 

three types of agents that can win the market: a newcomer (N), in-house provision (H) and the 

incumbent (I). When the newcomer or in-house control is selected, both the incumbent (who 

continues to supply en-route) and the unions can cooperate or not-cooperate with the new supplier. 

This gives 2 times 4 outcomes with mnemonics BNCC (standing for market allocated to the 

                                                           

 

19
 A repeated game of incomplete information is a more correct setting. In a repeated game, the game is 

repeated and building a reputation becomes important. In a game of incomplete information, the different 

players do not know the pay-offs of the other players. We return to these additional complexities later. 
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Newcomer with union Cooperation and incumbent Cooperation), BNCN, BNNC, BNNN as well as 

outcomes BHCC, BHCN, BNHC, BHNN. Finally, when the incumbent wins the market, we obtain the 

outcomes BIC and BIN as now only the union can Cooperate or Not cooperate.  

3.3.5 The payoff matrix 

To solve the game we need to discuss the payoffs of all the agents for each of the final outcomes. 

Whenever there is no cooperation phase among the agents where agents can share payoffs, we only 

need to consider the relative ranking for each of the agents. We do this by using 0 for the status quo, 

+1,+2;+3;+4 for more positive outcomes and -1,-2 etc. for less favourable outcomes.  The following 

table gives a possible ranking of payoffs for each of the players.  

Table 10: Relative pay-offs for the different final outcomes of the game 

OUTCOME incumbent union government Airport  Newcomer  EU 

AIC -1 -1.5  +4 0  

AIN -1.5 -1  +3 0  

BNCC -4.5 -4.5  +4.5 +4  

BNNC -4.5 -4  +4 +3  

BNCN -4 -4.5  +4 +3  

BNNN -4 -4  +3.5 +2  

BHCC -4.5 -4.5  +4.5 0  

BHNC -4.5 -4  +4 0  

BHCN -4 -4.5  +4 0  

BHNN -4 -4  +3.5 0  

BIC -2 -2.5  +4.5 0  

BIN -2.5 -2  +4 0  

C 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

To construct the pay-off we use the following considerations for each of the players: 

For the incumbent, he prefers status quo (0) to the market after negotiation. He will also prefer 

cooperation from the unions to no cooperation with the unions (AIC >AIN) and will prefer to avoid a 

full tendering process where he is forced to bid the level of lower cost rivals (AIC>BIC and AIN>BIN). 

The worst case for him is not to have the market at all.  
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The question left is then whether he can benefit from not-cooperating as en-route controller with 

the airport tower. If there are more potential market openings coming (other airports), a tough, non-

cooperative reputation may help the incumbent to deter future market opening. Non-cooperation 

may then well be a dominant strategy in some cases.  

For the union, they prefer the status quo (C is best) above all other outcomes. They also prefer that 

the incumbent keeps the market, so AIC, AIN are preferred to BNXX and BHXX, and BIC, BIH are 

preferred to BNXX and BHXX. Within the last branches of the tree, they will never cooperate as this 

gives them a better deal (in the pay-off matrix, it is always 0.5 more negative when they are passive).  

This deal can consist in having the obligation to employ first existing national ATCO’s and to keep 

their benefits constant.   

The newcomer is only interested in having the market. All the rest gives him the same payoff as the 

status quo. He prefers a situation where the incumbent and union cooperate to one where they do 

not cooperate.  

Whether the airport prefers the negotiated agreement or the tendered solution depends on the 

power of the threat of the en-route incumbent. For all the tendered solutions, the solutions where 

the union or incumbent do not fully cooperate are slightly less interesting. 

The member state government may have different preferences. The main difference lies in the 

importance they attach to the preferences of the union and the incumbent. If these two parties have 

a lot of bargaining power, they will be able to discourage the member state government to open the 

market. 

3.3.6 The solution of the game under perfect information 

We start with the assumption that all parties know the payoffs of each other and know more 

particularly the cost of provision that can be offered by each of the players. 

We can now solve the model backwards. Starting from outcome C at the bottom of the game tree, 

the outcome of not allowing a market opening is 0 for all parties. 

A second branch of the tree we can analyse is the case of negotiation (upper part of the tree- 

outcomes of type A). For the union, it is always a dominant strategy to non-cooperate. To know 

whether the airport will accept the proposal of the incumbent or not, depends on the incumbent’s 

proposal. The incumbent’s proposal will depend on what will be the outcome if the negotiation does 

not succeed.  

Two cases need to be distinguished. First, if the incumbent is much cheaper than possible 

newcomers or than an in-house solution, the incumbent can propose the cost level of the other 

candidates minus epsilon and whether the negotiation succeeds or not is irrelevant for him. Second, 

if the incumbent is more expensive, the negotiation is the only route by which he could win the 

market. In this case he will also present his lowest cost level in the negotiation. But if the airport 

knows that the incumbent is more expensive, they will not accept the proposal of the incumbent and 

go for the market opening. In this case, it will be either the Newcomer or the In House solution with 

non-cooperating unions that will win. 

The result is that the negotiation will be successful for the incumbent if he has a lower cost level than 

the newcomer or in-house solution. The agreement will be based on the cost level of newcomer or 
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in-house minus Epsilon. When the incumbent does not have the lowest cost level, a tender will be 

organized and it will be either in-house or newcomers that deliver the tower services. 

In summary, under the full information assumption, the solution of the game is simple and depends 

on three factors. 

First, there is the weight of the unions and incumbent in the objective function of the government. If 

this weight is high, the member state government can decide not to open the tower market. 

Second, if the weight is not too large, the tower market will be opened and the airport tends to 

choose for a negotiation phase first, this may end up in a full opening of the market. The result will 

be that the cost level for tower control will be equal to the second lowest level + epsilon. This can be 

the newcomer, in-house or the incumbent.  

In all these solutions, the union will use its power and not cooperate until it can secure the previous 

benefits. Except when there is no market organized (branch C), the union will always lose because 

the ATCOs will no longer be necessarily part of the same firm and any significant cost saving will 

involve decreasing the cost of future ATCOs. This is typically solved by giving the existing ATCO’s 

priority and to keep their benefit level unchanged. So the threat of the union seems to work in this 

case. We did not really consider the case where this strategy did not work. 

What can the EU Commission do? They can force a market opening in case the country in question is 

in financial distress (Spain?) but a general regulation that the tower market must be opened requires 

a sufficient majority and some sanctioning power.  

3.3.7 The solution of the game under incomplete information 

This setting is usually much more difficult to solve. We offer some intuition on the value of better ex 

ante information. 

The first question is what the major lack of information is and what informational assumptions are 

reasonable? The information about the cost level is probably the major factor of uncertainty in a 

tendering process. Public information about the incumbent’s cost level for tower control is important 

to motivate potential newcomers to participate in the bidding process. Information about the 

performance and successes of newcomers in markets abroad is important for governments, airports 

and incumbents. For governments, this is important as this will show the potential gains of opening 

the market. For airports the information allows them to negotiate a better deal with the incumbent. 

For the incumbent this will help them to make an offer equal to the cost of the incumbent minus 

epsilon. 

The major beneficiaries of more uncertain information are the incumbents and the unions. More 

uncertain information makes the expected gains of market opening smaller for airports and 

governments and will also reduce the incentive for the newcomers.  
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3.3.8 Some repeated game aspects 

Consider the behaviour of unions and the incumbent whose strategies have strong reputational 

aspects. 

For unions, building a tough reputation by not cooperating if their demands are not met is important 

and this is probably a robust strategy for them. 

For the incumbent, things may be different. There are two strategies that can be important for the 

incumbent. The first is not cooperating fully as en-route controller with a newcomer. This is the 

threat we discussed in the game tree. Not cooperating is important to deter airports from opening 

the market to newcomers. As long as the incumbent does not run the risk that his on-line services 

are also brought to the market, this looks a dominant strategy. 

The second strategy that the incumbent can use is aggressive bidding (below costs) so as to 

discourage newcomers to introduce a bid. But aggressive bidding as such is beneficial as it offers the 

users services at lower cost.  

3.4  Conclusions 

In this section we analysed the potential of introducing competition for tower control services.  

1. Competition for tower control services is at present only introduced in a few European 

countries. And in each of these countries only part of the market is opened for competition. 

There are two motivations for the opening of the market for smaller airports. The first is a 

reduction of costs; factual information suggests that cost reductions of 50% or more could be 

possible. The second motivation is transparency in the subsidies given to regional airports in 

many countries. Regional airports do often not pay for tower control and this gives rise to 

inefficient operation of regional airport activity. 

2. In those countries where the tower control activities were liberalized, there was important 

resistance and lobbying from the side of the incumbents and the unions. In some countries, 

the unions managed to protect the salaries and benefits of the existing local ATCO’s. The 

incumbents were able to renegotiate existing contracts and prolong their position for 

another term, avoiding competition for some years. 

3. One of the major drivers of liberalization were the airports when they are private or when 

they face strong competition. For these airports to succeed in a successful renegotiation or 

successful tendering operation the national legal framework has to clearly allow the airports 

to choose their tower services provider.  

4. As only some countries have a legal framework that allows organizing competition, one may 

call upon EU directives to help introducing effective competition. But the example of 

electricity production liberalization where it took 5 to 10 years before EU directives were 

implemented shows the initiatives remain largely in the hands of the member states.  

A similar game can be constructed for other services which can be outsources such as MET, CNS, 

(AIS/AIM), etc. The main difference is that it will not be the airport which will outsource, but the 
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ANSP itself. While airports are often privatized and/or face strong competition, this is less the case 

for ANSPs – reducing the drive for liberalization.   
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4 Conclusion 

In this deliverable we focus on two questions 

- Can we link ANSP performance and ownership? 

- What is the potential for unbundling? 

Based on a simple economic model, we derived that effort would be higher in the case of public 

companies with a board of stakeholders and in the case of a private company where stakeholders are 

also shareholder.  

We also assessed the relationship between performance and ownership we econometrically 

estimate the cost function and the production function. This estimation was also needed to feed into 

the further work (D4.1 and D4.2) where we will use agent-based modelling and network based 

games. These types of models need a cost/production function as an input.  

For the en-route cost function we found that the public-private does better than a state agency form 

or a governmental corporation. For the terminal provision we found that corporations are most 

efficient and public-private ANSPs less. The intuition for this second result is not immediately clear. It 

may be linked to the cross-subsidization through other government activities in case of a 

corporations or it might be due to the fact that we merged all terminal operations per country.  

With respect to the cost function for en-route ATM and economies of scale we find that a 10% 

increase in traffic corresponds, on average, to a cost increase of around 9% in costs, if traffic levels 

rise keeping the current airspace structure. This means that, if the ANSPs continue doing business as 

usual, there are probably low economies of scale. They probably draw from: 

(a) Taking on new technologies  

(b) Amalgamating skies  

This will be discussed in greater detail in D4 – where we assess the effects of auctioning the airspace 

and/or the effects of origin-based ATM. This will allow for a further assessment of how changes in 

the working of ATM could increase its efficiency.  

For terminal control activities, this effect seems slightly stronger. In both the cost and the production 

function we find that providers handling more complex traffic are more efficient, while providers 

with a lot of seasonality are less efficient. This last aspect is probably linked to high fixed costs. With 

respect to terminal control we observe the same tendencies. Overall, however, terminal ATC seems 

less efficient than en-route.  

To assess the potential for unbundling we illustrated the main economic mechanisms using tower 

control as an example. There are two motivations for the opening of the market for smaller airports. 

The first is a reduction of costs; factual information suggests that cost reductions of 50% or more 

could be possible. The second motivation is transparency in the subsidies given to regional airports in 
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many countries. One of the major drivers of liberalization were the airports when they are private or 

when they face strong competition. A similar game can be constructed for other services which can 

be outsourced such as MET, CNS, (AIS/AIM), etc. The main difference is that it will not be the airport 

which will outsource, but the ANSP itself. While airports are often privatized and/or face strong 

competition, this is less the case for ANSPs – reducing the drive for liberalization.   
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6 Annex 1: the total costs of tower control 

 

 

 


